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UCRL 9951  ERRATA 

Page 	v (line 5) 	m_ = 139.69 + .li-1 MeV/á2  

	

(line 7) 	111 -rn 0 = 1.6o6 + .0055 MeV/c2  

	

ir (line 9) 	(8.0 + 1.5) x 106  cm sec.. 

7 (Ref. 8) in caption, .not(Ref. 19). 

18 Caption should read: 	Neutron counter resolution 

at .17 ft. for slow-neutron pulse height. 

19 Caption should.read: 	Neutron counter resolution 

at.l7 ft. for it°-decay ypulse height. 

26 13 counts from +25 to +30  mm (not 8 counts). 

29 (line i) Should read time distribution, not velocity distribu- 

tion. 

31 Cut dita off at 	-65 mm. 

33 (line 20) Should read: 	vs 	not us 

13 (Table II) Change y-nseparation error from 0,36 to 0.60..for 

400-kev neutron run at 67 ft. 
)i5 (line 3) Should be velocity, not veloctiy. 

15 (line 20) S 	= 0.0065 MeV/c2 	.not.0.0031 MeV/c2 . 

5 (line  =..6o6 + .0055 MeV/c2 . 

Note: 	For a revision of Table II which leads to these 

errors see: 	J.B. Czirr, Determination of it-Meson 

Masses by Neutron Time of Flight (to be published). 

46 (line 8) S 	= 0. 1 1 MeV/c2. 

48 (line  (8.0 + 1.5) x 10 cm/sec not (8..7 + .7) x 
6 

10 	cm/sec. 

48 (line 26) m 	- in 0 	is 4.6056 + .0055 MeV/c2 . 

9 (line 12) m_ is 139.69  +, 1 1 MeV/c2 . 

9 (line 15) 
71 

(8.0 ~ 1.5) x 106  cm/sec not (8.7 + .) x 106  cm/sec. 
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ABSTRACT 

Time-of-flight techniques were used.to  measure the velocities of 
- 	 0 	 - 

the neutrons from the reactions,. at rest, ii +p -~ n+Tr and ir+ p-'n+. 

From these velocitie.s the 7T mass and the ii - 'rr 0 mass difference were 

obtained, yielding the values 
2 

m_= 139.69* 2-9Mev/c 

and 

m - - m 0 4.60k4± .003' Mev/c 2 . 

The velocity distribut,ion.about. the me3n velocity was measured 
I' 

and found to have an rms deviation, of (8.0±,flX10 6  cm/sec. 

Negative iT mesons from the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 

184-inch synchrocyclotron were degraded by 33 g/cm 2  of carbon and, 

stopped in a 1 -in.. -high liquid hydrogen target. The neutrons were 

detected in a 1 -In. -thick plastic. scintillator viewed by seven RCA.7046 

photomultiplier. tubes. Neutron times of flight were measured over 

distances of 17 ft,.and 47 ft, and 67 ft. Time was measured for each 

event from the time of detection of ay ray associated.with that event 

(one of the ' rays from the reaction ir 0 -' Zy  in the case of the low-

energy neutron). The y-detector signal was delayed and photographed 

	

along with the neutron signal on an. oscilloscope trace, 	 . 
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I, INTRODUCTION 

A measurement of the velocities of, the neutrons arising from 

stopped negative pionsin hydrogen affords.a means of accurately 

determining the Tr mass and the Tr Tr mass difference. In both. the 

reactions, at rest 

Tr+p-rr 0 +n 	 (1) 

and 

(2) 

the final-state neutrons have a unique velocity in the laboratory system 

which depends only on the rest masses involved. Previous experiments 

using this method have obtained the most accurate determinations of 

the Tr -TF 0  mass difference to date, Other experiments determined the 

mass difference by measuriñgthe Doppler shift in the energy 2  or the 

angular correlation 3  of the y  rays from ir  decay in order to determine 

the ir velocity, The present value for. the mass difference is 

4.59±,05 Mev/c 2 , 4  

The most accurate determinations of the ii mass. are,of three 

types: (a) range-momentum, 5 (b) mesic x-rays 6 and(.c) ' energy 

from Reaction (2), The combined result of these methods gives the 

value m = 13963±,06 Mev/c2,6
Tr 

This experiment was undertaken.to greatly improve the ir 

mass-difference determination and to obtain the Tr mass by an inde-

pendent method with accuracy comparable to the previous values. In 

addition, deviations about the mean velocity were observable and the 

velocity distribution, of the slow neutrons from Reaction (1) was 

determined, 

II, EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

For an isotropic source of particles the fractional error in time 

of flight is independent ofthe.path..length, if the error: onthe deter-

minationof time of arrival varies inversely with..the square root of 

the number of detected events. Under these conditions, there would 

be no necessity for flight paths longer.than those easily available near 

the source. However, to reduce systematic errors in timeof -flight 

measurements it is desirable.to measure the differ-ence in.flight time 

between two or more positions relative to the. source, To reduce .the 
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fractional error in this' case it becomes necessary to have the near 

distance small compared with the far ditance. 

The closest feasible distance is determined by considerations of 

background due to the incoming particles (not necessarily decreasing 

as hR2  from the target) and differences in flight path from target to 

detector due to finite target and detector size. 

At the Berkeley 184-inch cyclotron, the characteristics of the 

available beam of ir me sons require a liquid hydrogen target approxi-

mately 1 foot thick in the beam direction in order to stop an acceptable 

fraction of the particles. For a ñeütrondètector of approximately 

the same horizontal dimension, a target-counter separation of 10 feet 

yields a maximum-to-minimum flight-time difference for slow neutrons 

of approximately 2 nanoseconds because of oblique flight paths. For 

this reason and because of shielding requirements, the minimum 

distance from source to neutron detector was set at 10 to 20 feet. 

The maximum distance is determined primarily by the minimum 

useful signal -to -background ratio of..the final data. The longest 

• flightpath.used was 67 feet, at which distance the signal -to -background 

ratio was approximately unity. For a smaller signal -to -background 

ratio, it becomes difficult to determine the mean of a peak in the 

• velocity distribution. For depths greater than 67 feet, the signal-to-

background ratio is less than unity because of acänstant hackgroun4 

level in the neutron counter. 

Neutron time of flight was measured by displaying the start pulse 

• (y detector output from ir0 - 2y in Reaction (1) and the 130-Mev y ftom 

Reaction (2)) and the neutron detector signal on an oscilloscope and 

photogrphing the trace. The long time delay betweenthese two events 

(ofthe order of microseconds) was compensated for by delaying the 

ysignal through a low-attenuation delay line, 

ln.order to minimize the spread in flight time of the neutions, it 

was necessary to use a liquid hydrogen target thin in the direction 

along the neutron flight path, and a thin neutron detector. Both of 

these dimensions were 1 inch in this experiment. The neutron detector 

consisted of a plastic-organic scintillator viewed by RCA 7046 

photomultiphier tubes, thereby yielding time-of-arrival pulses with 
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intrinsic time spreads of the order of nanoseconds, 

III, EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

To provide the shielding for the neutron detector at all distances, 

a shielding hole 2 feet in diameter and .150 .feet deep was dug near 

the source of mesons from.thecyclotron.and lined with a.vacuum-

tight pipe. The neutron counter was moved vertically in this hole by 

means of a motor-driven cable drive. The hole was filled with He 

gas during the experiment to reduce the neutron scattering in the long 

flight path. 	. 

Hydrogen Target and Meson Beam 

A liquid hydrogen target 1 ft in diameter and 1 in, high was 

placed over .the time-of-flight hole, in the beam of 'rr mesons. This 

beam was deflected and focused by a bending, magnet and two quadru-

p.ole magnets and was measured to be 3.5X3.5 in. (full width at half 

maximum) at the position of the target. 

The bending magnet was provided with a pole tip having an 8-in - 

high gap which was 2, in, transverse to the beam direction. A 310 

wedge was chosen as the pole tip shape in order to focus at the liquid 

hydrogen target mesons of all momenta entering this magnet. The 

final quadrupole was placed as close as possible to the liquid hydrogen 

.target in order to minimize the magnification of the.cyclotron meson 

target (object). Both quadrupoles were 8-in. -diameter doublets, and 

the polarity of both was converging-diverging in the horizontal plane. 

The length of each element of the first doublet was 8 in, and of the 

second, 16 in. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. 

The liquid hydrogen container was contructçd of 5-mil stainless 

steel. This container was enclosed in.a stainless steel pressure 

dome 20 mils thick, and provided with. vents such that the pressure 

was equal on the inside and outside of the liquid cOntainer. This in 

turn was contained in a vacuum tank with a38-mil Al bottom dome to 

permit the neutrons to escape downward. A drawing of the target is 

shown in Fig.. 2. Carbon 33 g/cm2  thick was placed in front of the 

target to degrade the beam energy and maximize the number of mesons 

stopping in the hydrogen. 
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Et&dtronics 

In order to minimize background, a coincidence was required among 

the incoming beam monitor, 	 . 

a 0y detector piacedabove the target, and 

two of .the. neutrondetectorphototubes 

The last requirement reduced the background due to phototube dark 

current to a negligible value 0 ..: The above coincidence output was used 

to trigger an oscilloscope which used two traces of a four-trace oscillo-

scope tube attached to a Tektronix 517A The sum of all neutron-

counter tubes was disphtyed on one trace and the sum of the y-counter 

tubes was displayed on.the..q.t],r, The sweep speed.was..set at approxi-

matel.y 20 nse.c/cm, The oscilloscope face was photogr.phed with a 

DuMont camera using Tri-X film A diagram of the electronics is 

shown in Fig 3 

a iT Beam Monitor 

The iT monitor consisted of two 1/4X6X 12-in plastic scintillation 

counters and one 1/4 X 1.5 X 10-in defining counter, all viewed by 

RCA 681OA photomultiplier tubes; A 1/4X6x 11-in, scintillation counter 

was placed behind the liquid hydrogen target to detect those particles 

which did not stop in the target Aii 1 ir 2 ir 3 ii coincidence was required 

to obtain a iT count 

b Gamma Counters 

The gamma counters consisted of 19 alternate layers of plastic 

scintillator (10..layers) and.iead.(9 layers) each.of dirnsions 

1/8x 11X23-in Alternate layers of scintillator were viewed on the 

1/8X 11-in surface by one RCA 7046 phototube through a polished 

aluminum .(Aizak) light pip. Only one end of each scintiliator was 

exposedto a phototube so that if necessary,7 a.coincidence could be 

required between .the signals from. alternate layers to eliminate heavily 

ionizing particles. During-the experiment this proved unnecessary and 

signals, from the two ends were added together. Two Of these counters 

were placed above the liquid hydrogen target and.separated from it 

by 11.in, The gamma counters subtended approximately 1210 of the 

total solid angle around the target and the calculated 

.•.-.. 	. 
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efficiency of these counters was 80% based upon.the thickness.of the 

lead used and the pulse-height spectrum observed, 

c, Neutron Counter 

The neutron counter consisted of a lx 15,5-in, disc of UCRL 

terphenyl-plastic scintillator viewed by 7 RCA 7046 photomultiplier 

tubes through. a 5-in. -thick lucite light pipe. Between the. light pipe and 

the tubes was placed a 1-in. -thick Pb plate. with a.3.,5-in. hole centered 

over each tube. One -inch - extensions- to the large light pfpe fifled these 

holes and were.optically sealed to the phototube face with Dow-Corning 

silic:ahe grease. Surrounding the sc.intillator and phototubes, on the 

sides and,bottom--was a 1-in, -thick. lead shield. Surroundingthe sides 

and top of.the phototube volume was a 1/8-in, -thick i. metal magnetic 

shield. The.counter. and shields were. enclosed in an.iron.container 

with an attached refrigerator,, the latter for the purpose of reducing 

dark current from the phototubès. A 20-mil-thick.1 L metal. dome formed 

.the top of the container. The thick light pipe and lead.plate served 

to shield the scintillator from radioactivity (primarily Ra in equilibrium 

with its decay products) emanating from .the phototube glass. The 

remainder of the lead shield was for the purpose of redUcing the detection 

of background .radioactivity originating in the ground.surrounding the 

counter. A drawing of the neutron counter  is shown in Fig,. 4. 

All components inside the .lead.shield and the shield itself were 

tested for background radioactivity, at the University of California 

low-background room. The lead chosen was.from the St. Joseph 

lead mine. andwas found to be well belowthe average .in radioactivity 

of lead from other sources. 

The voltages for each of the seven RCA 7046 photOtubes were set 

to minimize the.. cathode transit-time. spread over a 3.5-in, -diameter 

circular area centered on the tube face,, Outside this region the 

collection efficiency is very'low for. this tube type, and masking off 

the, outer region has 'the primary effect of eliminating infrequent 

pulses with large .transit times, 

The transit-time spread over the central region was minimized 

in the following manner: light pulses from a UCRL pulsed Mercury 

discharge lamp 8  were 'attenuated 'until the frequency of detected 

ra 
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Fig. 4. Neutron counter and shielding. 
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pulses fora single tube was much lower than the repetition rate of 

the light source; This assures the conditionthat. essentially only 

single photoelectrons are being detected. Under these conditions 

the voltage a in.the cathode end of the tube were varied until the 

transit time differences were minimized as Observed on an oscillo-

scope, Then approximately 100 events were photog.raphedand their 

time spread measured. By - repeating this process the minimum 

spread .was obtained from a- serieS. of voltage settings. The rms 

transit-time spread averaged o'er. all, seven tubes used was- reduced 

to 3,4-nanoseconds bythis technique. This value corresponds. to 

• single photoelectrons arriving at the first dynode of the tube. A 

typical voltage divider is.shown in Fig, 5, Because of the-high 

voltages required by the above condffions-the- dark-current countixg 

-rate from the tube was monitored. All tubes were rejected in which 

- a. substantial.. increase in dark counts was detectd as the voltages 

were raised.f.rom the. values, recommended by the manufacturer to 

the higher-voltages, Approximatelyhaif of the tubes tested met-both 

the requirements of small transit-time spread and low dark counts, - 

In the-assembled. counter, the, rms time spread.was 2,9. nanoseconds 

averaged over the 400-key-neutron pulse-height distribution. The 

coincidence detection efficiency for. the slow-neutron pulse-height 

- range was 6616, and was 9616.for. -the. fast-neutron pulse height, See - 

Section-tV for. a discus sion,.of these.e.fficiencies. 	 - 

Neutron-Qounter Adders 

In order to add .the seven phototube. sign3ls from the neutron 

counter,, a distributed adder was constructed which gave a:.linear. sum 

.of the seven input signals with a gain of unity for a single input. A 

diagram of the sevenfold adder. is given in Fig, .6, The .input signals 

were lined up with short delay cables in. order to minimize, the time 

spread in the output- signal. The amplified output of.this adder was 

-the. signal. displayed.on..the.oscilloscope -trace, - Only one signal cable 

was available for each tube: because of the restr.icted, space. available 

in the shielding hole, so both.the. coincidence signals used in --the 

trigger and the sevenfold signal were taken fro -m..the sevenfold..i-nput 

with-a transformer'coupling, Alternate tubes in .the outer.ring were 
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added in two threefold adders similar to the sevenfold adder, and any 

combination of alternate tubes was required to satisfy, the trigger 

requirement. The rate of accidental coincidences due .to dark current 

in- the six outer tubes was 800 counts/min with the refrigerator 

operating, a value.lower by aiactor of lO.than the real background 

due to the radioactivity of .the. surroundings, The refrigerator re-

duced the, singles. rate from individual tubes by a .factor of six, on 

the average, from the room-temperature rate. 

Delay cables 

The delay lines used to delay'the '.counter'signal consisted of 

two sections: (a) the trigger delay, labeled "in 1' delay" on the cir -

cuit diagram (Fig. 3), which utilized up to 3 psec of 1-5/8-in. 

Prodelin coaxial cable, (b) the. oscilloscope y signal cable, which 

consisted of approximately the, same length of 2-in. Styrofoam-

dielectric cable manufactured at the Lawrence Radiation: Laboratory. 

In addition, during the slow-neutron runs at 67 feet 1,1 psec of 

Prodelin cable was used in the y delay line. Two microseconds. of 

delay cable attenuated .the y-signal pulse-height approximately 20%. 

The s1'-sig.nal cable was enclosed in a temperature -controlled room 

which maintained the temperature constant within± 1°C, or the total 

time-delay constant within± 0,04 nsec, 

The delay of the cable used was measured.with an artificial pulse 

designed to simulate. the phototube output pulse. The cable-measuring 

circuit is- shown in Fig, 7. The output of the driven pulser was split, 

and one pulse was displayed directly on a Hewlett-Packard dual trace 

sampling oscilloscope. The other pulse was displayed.on the remain- - 

.ing trace after traveling 'through the. unknown delay. The oscillator 

frequency was.. varied until the time betweenhalf heights of successive 

pulses was equal. to the unknown delay time. In this conditi-on the half 

heights of successive pulses coincide onthe.oscilloscope..face. The 

change in the artificial pulse shape due to frequency-dependent 

attenuatio,n in the delay line is equal. to the change in ..the actual 

phototube pulse if the two pulses.are' identical. The deg.ree. to which 

this was achieved is discussed in.the section on errors. The - fre-

quency needed.to  satisfy .the above. çondition.was measured with.a 
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Hewlett-Packard 524A frequency meter, and the cable delay was 

given by the reciprocal of this frequency. Each cable was measured 

more than one time, and the rms deviation determined in this way 

was 0,05 nse:c. 

Measurement of Flight Path Length 

The changes in flight path length were measured with.a calibrated 

metal tape fastened.to the neutron counter and used at constant tension 

and temperature. The tape correction factor at both positions used 

was found to be 0.999966 as determined from a standard tape obtained 

at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Livermore California. 

Long-Spill Meson Beam 

At the 17-foot depth the main source of background in the neutron 

counter was proportional to the cyclotron beam intensity. In this 

condition, the signal -to -background ratio of the final, data at a fixed 

beam intensity is proportional to the fractional spillout time of the 

meson beam. In order to rnaximize.this ratio, the recently installed 

cyclotron.auxiliary dee was utilized with which the duty cycle was 

increased from 310 to more than 50%. At depths greater than 30 feet, 

the background level in the neutron counter was essentially .independent 

of the meson beam intensity. 

Oscilloscope Calibration 

The 517 oscilloscope was time-calibrated by photographing the 

amplified output of a sine-wave signal generator operating at 100.17 

Mc and at 150.04 Mc. The sweep speed measured in this way was 

indeterminate to approximately 0.3% over the portion of the scope 

face used during the data taking. The results of this calibration are 

contained in Table I. 

Neutron-counter Magnetic Shielding 

The n'agnetic shielding around the neutron counter reduced the 

field at the position of the photomultiplier tubes to less than 100 

miliigau'ss transverse to the axes of the tubes andto less than 150 

m.illigauss along'the axes of the tubes. The magnetic field var.ied 

from these upper. limits 'to approximately zero depending upon the 

position of the neutron counter relative to the cyclotron. There 

'were, however, no detectable changes in the operating characteris- 
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• Table I, 	Oscilloscope. sveep-seed.calibration 

At 6.6649. nsec/division At 9.98304. nsec/division 

Division # 	
Distance on . Division # 

Distance on 
scanning machine . scanning machine 

• 
. 	 (mm). 	: 	.. (mm) 

1 19,15 1 25,71 

2 31.10 2 .43.56 

3 . 	 ,42,5 3 61,46 

• 	 4 . 	 5480 • 	 .4 • 	 7956 

5 66..8 5 	.. 9726 

6 78,75 6 114.66 

• 	7 .90,65 • 	

• 	
• 

• 

.131.61 

• 	 .8 102.35 ,• 	 . 8. 	• 148.11 

1.1370 .. 	 • 9 	•. 	. 
. 	 :16446 

10 • 	 124,90 10 	• 180.26 

11 135.90 . 	 . 	 . 	 11 •• 	195.36 

12 146.95 12 	• 210,26 

13 • 	 157.95 	•• •• 	13 224;71 

14. 168,75 • 14 238.96 

15 179.35 ... 	 •. . 	 . 	 • 

16 189,65 . 

17. • 	 • 	 199,65 • 	 • 	 . 	 . 	 • . 	 .. 	 • 

18 209,55 . 	 S 	 • 

19 • 	 • 	 219.10 	. .. 

.20 228,67 	• • 	 . • 	 . 

.21 ••. 	 38J7 	• • 	 • 	 •• .. 	 ,. 

22 .246.92 ., • 

Note: The. average position of.the.neutron.signal half height is 

139mm. 	• 	. 	 .• • 	 • 	 :. . 

The abscissa. conversion..factor.in Figs. 	11 to 18 is approximately 

0,6.nsec mm, 	 . . . 
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tics of the photomultipiiertubes. attributable to the magnetic. field 

variation. The quantities measured accurately were transit-time 

and time delay, Inaddition, the pulse height was roughly spread  

determined and found to be constant, 

NeutronCounter Radiation Shielding 

- The shielding placedaround the neutron -c ounte r scintillator 

reduced by a factor, of three (compared with the value obtained from 

a previous 'experiment 1 ) that portion of the. background not associated 

with beam intensity. At the same time, however,, the efficiency of 

this counter for detecting background was increased by a factor of 

approximately three, so that the total shielding effect was a factor-

of-nine-reduction in background detection rate, 

IV, RESOLUTIONS AND COUNTING RATES 

The electronic resolution of the neutron counter was measured 

with the aid of a pulsed hydrogen discharge lamp installed in the 

scintillator. This light was pulsed at a rate. of 300. times a. second, 

• 	with a pulse width of 2nsec. The light intensity was adjusted to 

correspond to the measured slow-neutron pulse -height spectrum and 

then the output of the sevenfold adder was photographed along with a 

. tr.igger signal taken from the pulser. The oscilloscope trace was 

triggeredby a.coincidence between any two alternate phototubes in 

the neutron counter. This requirement imposed the same restrictions 

on time jitter as those found duringthe data-takingruns. The 

measured time differences between pulser trigger signal and seven- 

fold output signal yield the intri.nsic electronic resolution of the 

neutroncounter, See Fig, 8 for the time distribution of'this pulse-

height range. The rms width was measured at 17 feet, 47 feet, and 

67 feet in. order to determine 'any change in this quantity with 

position. The rm's deviation about the mean remained constant at 

2.90±,13 nsecat these depths, 	 • 

The, resolution of the j  counter plus neutron counter system was 

measured by the simultaneous detection. of the .two y rays. from 

neutral pion decay. The electronic. resolution of the neutron counter 

for '-raypulse height wasmeasured as before, using the.light 

pulser adjus.ted to y.ieldthe. proper pulse-height iange, See Fig, 9 
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for the time distribution of these larger pulses. The rms width for the 

neutron counter alone was 1.3±.08 nsec for this pulse-height range. 

The total y  resolution width was 1,8± .12 nsec, from which we find the 

intrinsic rms width of the y.  counters, alone to be 2,5 nsec for the pulse-

height range of the slow-neutron runs. 

The rms spread in the flight time of slow neutrons due to finite 

target height was. calculated on the assumption of a pion beam uniform 

in intensity in.the vertical direction str.iking the 1-in. -high liquid 

hydrogen target. The value obtained was 0.88 nsec. The same quantity 

for the 1-in. -thick plastic. scintillator. of the neutron counter was 0.82 

nsec. By assuming. Gaussian.distributions, we find the total intr.insic 

resolution of the system for counting slow neutrons plus Tr decay 

yrs (a) to be 

	

Iz 	2 	2 	2 	2 
0 =ia 	-o +0 	+0 	+0 

T 	r..j y
. 
T 	ny 	nn 	target . scintillator 

	

or 	

0T =2.802- 1.302  + 2,902  + 0.882 	400±.23 nsec, 

where 	. 	 . 	 . 

Cr 	rms spread of the total system for counting ii °  -decay y, 

Cr

yT  

 rms spread of the neutron counter for counting i ° -decay y ,  

a rms spread.of the neutron counter for counting slow neutrons, 

	

nn. 	 ''.2 	2 
and where.we have used a =\ Ia ' -a 	rms. spread of 

Y Vi'' 	ny 
the j counters for counting ii -decay s, 

A numerical fold of the distributions from which Cr 	and 0 were 
nn 

obtained yields the. result 0T = 4.I3±,23 nsec. 

A direct measurement of this quantity was made by the following 

technique: The total resolution of the system was measured for the 

simultaneous detection.of the two Tr -decay .yts  with the normal pulse-

height range accepted from 'the y  counters. For the neutron counter, 

only those signals were accepted which yielded the slow-neutron 

pulse-height spectrum. The value obtained was 0T=47l±O43  nsec, 

which includes the artificial addition of the two terms 0 	and 
target 

a . The value, used in the following is Cr 	4.24±.41. nsec, 
scintillator 	 T 

The'beam intensity was meaured with a LX 10-in, scintillation 
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counter placed at the position of the liquid hydrogen target center in 

coincidence with ii i. and ir 2. In front of the small counter was placed 

5 in. of carbon degrader to approximate the 7.5 in, of carbon used 

during the experiment. Withthe cyclotron running at reduced beam and 

with short target spill-out time, the average counting'rate was 

2,2 Xl0min 1  extrapolated to full beam intensity. This value corres- 
7 	-1 ponds to 2X10 min in a 1X4-mn, area, With the hydrogen .target 

filled and in position, a range curve was taken by measuring the coin-

cidence ratebetween the m counters and the j counters as a function of 

• 	degrader thickness, (See Fig, 10,) The full width at half maximum 

• 	of this curve corresponded to an.energy spread of 11 Mev before 

degradation, with.the mean at 113 Mev. If all particles had traversed 

a full 12 inches of liquid hydrogen, 60% of the pions would have stopped 

in.hydrogen. The accidental coincidence rate between the rr monitor 

and, the 'y  counters at the highest beam intensity was only 14% of the 

total iry rate; however, only 20% of the total iry rate was due to the 

presence of liquid hydrogen in the target. 

The measured detection efficiency for those 400-key neutrons 

whiéh reached the neutron counter was 40%,  which indicates that 

approximately 66% of the knock-on protons yielded a detectable light 

pulse. The measured detection efficiency for.the 8,8-Mev neutrons 

was 22%,  whic.h corresponds to a light-pulse counting efficiency of 

96% for either the carbon or hydrogen nuclei struck by the higher-

energy neutrons. The slow-neutron detection rate at 17 feet extr3-

polated to full beam intensity was, 4.5 neutrons per minute, 

V. DATA AND ANALYSIS 

Figures 11. through 16 show the time distributions obtained 

for 400-key and 8,8-Mev neutrons, The abscissa represents the 

distance between half-heights of the y-counter signal and the neutron- 

counter signal as read on the film scanning machine. Note that a 

larger absëissa corresponds to shorter flight.times, The time, scale 

varies from run to run depending upon the pos.ition of.the data relative 

to the oscilloscope face, but was approximately 0,6 nsec/mm through-

out,. Table I contains the oscilloscope 'sweep speed calibration. 

A determination of the velocity from the position of the mean 
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Fig. 10. Meson beam differential range curve; -1 in. of carbon equals 

4.4 g/cm 2  
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Fig. 13. Slow neutron time distribution at 47 ft NPH 0.8 max; 
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at each depth depends upon changed in shae of the 	r distribution 

with depth0 The effect of any fixed asymmetry in the intrinsic reso-

lütio±iof the equipmentis to shift all distributions measuihed  by this 

equipment by precisely the same.mount, 
10 

 This holds tiuè exactly 

only if the distribtition is measurable over the complete range of the 

variable involved0 

In the case of the 400 -key neutron, the rms deviation about the 

meanat 17 feet was found to be signi.ficantlylarger than the GT  given 

above. The assumption is made in analyzing the data that this added 

deviation is due to effects which yield a symmetrical velocity spread 

about the mean velocity. It is therefore assumed that all asymmetries 

arise from the shape of the intrinsic resolution of the equipment, that 

i, the distribution from which GT  was obtained. The exception to 

the above symmetry which was consideredand corrected for is that 

due to scattering of the neutrons in the target and in the atmosphere 

between target and counter. 

Because of the unexpectedly large spread in the slow-neutron 

velocity, the complete time distribution was not measured at 47 ft 

and 67 ft, The resolution width Of the oscilloscope trigger coincidence 

circuit was too narrow tocoverthe complete time range necessary. 

At 47 ft only the high-velocIty side was recorded on film to the full 

extent of the distribution. The low-velocity side was recorded only 

1/3 of the distance from the peak to the limit of the spread. At 67 ft 

the peak was centered within the data taken, but neither wing was 

fully recorded. 

The evidence that the slow-neutrontime spread increased with 

depth comes from the following observations: 

The time distribution as fourd from the light pulser data at 17 ft 

• 	 may be compared to the measured neutron distributiOn at the same 

depth. The effect of the velocity spread is the smallest at this depth, 

but the gull distribution was recorded. This comparison is made in 

Section VIII, 	 . 	. 

This same comparison may be made by using the data from the 

detection of the 'y rays from n °  decay instead of ,  the .light -pulser data. 

As discussed in Section IV, only, the low-pule-height signal is 
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accepted from the neutron.counter. in this comparison. 

A.comparison of the expected rate of detection of slow neutions at 

47 ft (as calculated from the measured rate at 17 ft) maybe made.with 

the observed, rate. Only one-third of the expected rate, was found with-

in.a peak as narrow as that found at 17 ft. A determination of the 

velocity distribution.at 47 ft must be made on the assumption that the 

data are symmetrical about the calculated mean velocity, since only 

the high-velocity side was recorded at this depth. These data, with the 

expected background, .are shown in Fig. 17. The effect of the undeter-

mined ratio of helium to air concentration is included with the statistical 

uncertainty in the error shown in the figure. The residual velocity 

spread at this depth.is discussed in Section Viii, The signal-to-back-

ground ratio at 67 ft was too low to permit a similar determination, 

The expected background rate at 47 ft may be determined from the 

target-empty data,. These data yiéldèd an accurate determination of 

the background time distribution (see Fig. 18) and pulse height, but the 

background rate was too sensitive to the poorly known beam intensity 

for a useful result. The result agreed with the rate found .in (c) above, 

but with a much larger uncertainty. 

A calculation was made of the effect of the observed asymmetric. 

resolution function upon the mean value of the velocity distribution. 

Since only part of the data was recorded at the lower depths, there is 

a shift in the observed mean compared with the 17-ft data, where the 

complete distribution is available. This calculation consisted infolding 

the measured intrinsic resolution function into a symmetric triangular 

'velocity funotion, The mean was then calculated over the total distri-

bution and also over the experimentally available portions. This permits 

a correction to be made to the data at the lower depths relative to the 

17-ft data where the full distribution was recorded. 

The technique used to determine the mean at all depths is the follow-

ing: from the target-empty data it is known that the detection efficiency 

is constant within a 70-nsec time region. A fixed point is,selected 

within the constant-efficiency region and to one side of the visible peak 

in the data. This fixed point remains one extreme of the region over 

which .the. mean is taken, . The mean is then compute4 over. an .arbitrary 
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por'tion.of the constant-efficiency r&gion.which encompase s the peak 0 . 

A new region is then selected which is symmetrical about the computed 

mean and with the fixed point as one extreme0 By repeating this process, 

a mean value is asymptotically arrived at vhichis centered within the 

regionsampled0 .A uniform background was subtracted in all cases. 

• Figure 19. shows the neutron-counter pulse -height distribution in.the 

region of the 400-'kev neutron peakat 17 ft:., The flat distribution from 

00 1 to 08 maximurn.is taken as the knock-on proton pulse-height dis-

tribution0 The. cutoff at 001 maximum is due to scanner bias against 

the small, difficult-to-read pulses A plot of the data with pulse  height 

greater than .0,8 maximum gave no evidence of a. peak.in .the time 

distribution and it is assumed to be background. The average signal-

to-background ratio ,  up to 0,8 maximum is 3,8 in this time region0 

Figures 20 and 21 show the pulse-height distribution, at two depths, of 

- the background in the region of the slow-neutron peak. it is seen that 

,some improvement in signal -to-background ratio is obtained by a high 

pulse-height cutoff. Figure 22 shows. the '-counter pulse height for 

counting the y rays from Tr o  decay. Some evidence of the expected 

peak is seen at 0,5 maximum, Figure 23, shows the target-empty 

background frequency (in.the 'y counter) VS  pulse height. The pulse 

height in this figure has been .atten•ated by the delay cable to 0,60 that 

of the data in Fig, 22, Because of .the lower, average pulse height of 

the backgrou:n.d, the, final slcw-neutron data were plotted for 'y  pulse 

heights greater than 0,40 maximum at 17 ft and 032 maximum at 47 ft 

and 67 ft. The reduction.allo.ws  for the measured.atteruation of the y 

signals at the longer delays. Figures 24 and 25 show the y-counter 

pulse heights from slow-neutron runs at 17 ft and 47 ft, The sirñilar.ity 

to the known ir 0  -y spectrum from Fig0 22 is evidence that real charge-

exchange events are being detected. Figure' 26 shows the j-counter 

pulse-height spectrum from an 8,8-Mev neutron run, The pulse height, 

which is higher on the average than that seen in Fig. 22, is consistent' 

with the factor -of -two difference in ' energy hetween.these runs. 

Approximatei.y one -fourth of the.. counts in Fig, 26 are due to background, 

and these lie, predominantly beio' 04 maximuim - 
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Fig. 20. Pulse-height distribution for slow-neutron counter 

background at 17 ft. 
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Fig. 22. Pulse-height distribution for gamma counter for rr ° -decay rny's. 
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Fig. 24. Pulse-height distribution for gamma counter for ir °-decay y's 

from slow-neutron run at 17 ft. 
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VI, CORRECTIONS AND ERRORS 

The largest calculated correction to the observed data comes from 

the scattering of neutrons between source and detector. It was assumed 

in making this correction that all interactions in.the liquid hydrogen, 

iron,, aluminum, and.air are elastic scattering events. At all depths the 

scattering from the hydrogen target structure, air, and hole walls 

resulted in a shift in mean flight time calculated to be less than 0,1 n:sec, 

The calculated shift introduced by scattering from the liquid hydrogen 

is listed in Table II, Approximately 3% of the observed slow-neutron 

peak at 1 7 ft was due to neutrons scattered from hydrogen. 

A calculation was made of the contribution to the spread in slow-

neutron velocity due to pion-proton interactions in flight. At 90 0  to 

the incident pion beam, in the laboratory system, the velocity of slow 

neutrons from interactions in flight is lower than from interactions at 

rest. For a pion energy of 8 Mev, the neutron velocity is reduced 

5%. For greater reductions than this, the neutrons will not be observed 

within the zero-pion-energy peak. The fraction of pions that interacted 

with 0 Mev< T < 8 Mev was calculated to be less than 0.3% relative 
iT 

to the total number of interactions. Interactions in flight therefore 

have a negligible effect upon both the mean and the dispersion about 

thel mean for the data obtained. 

The correction labeled "Shift with depth" in Table II was obtained 

from the time of flight of the Tr ° 'y rays. The shift, which was 0.2±..4 

nsec, is asêumed to be independent of pulse height for values ranging 

from gamma pulse height to slow-neutron pulse height. The magne.tic 

field at the position cf.the neutron counter phototubes was less than 

100 milligauss transverse to the axes of the, tubes, a value which 

results in less than.1% reduction in pulse height. 

The correction to the delay measurement was made to compensate 

for the improper pulse shape of the pulse used to measure the delay 

cables. Each delay length was redetermined for various measuring 

pulse rise times, and the difference in delay length corresponding to 

the difference in rise time between real phototubepulses and artificial 

pulses is listed, 
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The correction listed as "Detection-efficiency change" allows 

for the variationin detection efficiency as determined from the target-

empty background runs. The correction was made by dividing the 

observed particle-detection rate by the relative efficiency, and re-

computing the mean flight time. The error liste4 as "Tape reading" 

in Table II represents the flight time over one-fifth of a minor division 

on the calibrated tape. 

The -n separation error is purely statistical and is given by 

the formula 

	

error = or 	/.JN-1, 
-'1-n 

where N is the number of eve.nts used in computing the mean. 

The. error labeled "Delay temperature change." represents the change 

in delay time caused by a± 1 0C temperature variation in the tempera-

ture-controlled delay house. 

The j PH (pulse height) Bias Level error arises from the inability 

to determine precisely the y PH attenuation vs delay, length. 

The "Time-sampling region" error arises from the uncertainty 

in the -y-n1.separation due to the unknown data-cutoff point. The error 

represents the rms shift in the y-n separation.as determined by 

calculating the separation for a range of cutoff points. 

VII. CALCULATION OF PION MASSES 

A. Mass Difference,.m .-m o 
11. 	ir 

If'the.binding energy between negative pions and protons is taken 

to be zero, then the pion mass difference is given by . . 

m _-m o 

	

.11 	Tr 

- . 2 	.2 	s 	 1/2 	2 
= m - - [(m - + m') + m - 2 -y m (m - + m )] 	Me v/c

Tr Tr 	 p 	n 	n .n ir 	p 

where 

	

1s. = 
	- (g3 5 )] 	 p 	is the velocity of the slow neutron 

	

in units of the velocity of light. From the work 	
11 

of Day et al. 	and 

Russell and Shaw 12 ' on the capture time of pions in hydrogen.it  is 

found that negative pions undergo the strong interaction with protons 

from n levels greater than n = 2. Therefore the average, binding 

energy is probably less than 360 ev. Since this number is small com- 

LI 



pared with the other e.rror.sinvolved in the mass determination, it is 

set qual.. to zer.o in the calculation..above. Another small correction, 

on the order of 50 ev (due to the fimte ic-p center-of-mash velocft)y at 

the time of the. interaction, as discussed in Section VIII), is also 

neglected. 	. 	.. 	. 	. 	' 	. 

The error on the mass difference is given by 

[(,-s)2S'2+(o)2S .2 
L m 0 	 5 

ii 	 11 

22 S.2  S 2  
+ (m[m + ml 	) ( 4_ +_.2_)]1 2  Mev/c.2, 

where 5 = m - m , d is the slow-neutron flight distance, and t is the 
n 	p 

slow-neutron flight time. Inthis .formula..the approximation yS=  i. 

.is.used, Therefore 

S= [(1.024)2 S 
5 
 2+(0.0237)2S 	2 

iT 

2 	2 

+(6.52) 	2 ± 4-)]'. Mev/c 
d 	t 	. 

From Table II, the following information is obtained: 

From 17 ft to 47 ft: vS=  0.0293838 ft/nsec, 

=4.6030 Mev/c 2 , 

S= 0,0104 Mev/c 2 .. 

From 17 ft to 67 ft: v = 0,0293997 ft/nsec, 

= 4.6067 Mev/c 2 ,. 

S 	0.00.d? Mev/c. 2  

The weighted average of Ais  

i4.6964.± ? 0930 Mev/c 2 . 

B. Negative. Pio.n Mas.s 	. . 

If we.'again neglect .the ir p binding energy, we' have 
• 	. 	 ... 	F F. 	.. 	. 	2 	. 	. 	. m 	y mU + 	m n - 	

Mev/c. 

where 
,F 

 is the velocity, of, the 8,8-Mev.. neutron in units of the velocity 

of light. 	• 
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The. error (squared) on.the pion.massis 

	

2 	2 

2 	 F3.'FF2 	F 	FZSd 	St  
S m 
	

[(y 	).. rh(l + f3 )( 	) + 	
mf3 	] [-- +---] 

TT 	 d 	t 

+ p 
Fy12 

 S2 	+ S2 	(Mev/c 2 ), 

or S 	= [1502 (+*) +1,142 s2 	+ s2 	Mev/c2. 

From Table II we find 

vnF  = 0.1.34317 ft/isec, 

m_= 139.69 Mev/c 2 , 

2 
S 	= O...2-9'Mev/c 

Tr 

The values used in the above error calculations were 

= 0.4 kv/c 2 , 13  

S 	= 56 kev/c2,,6, 

Tr 

Sd = 0.001.ft, 

S 	= 10ke\ / c 2 , 6  

VIII. SLOW-NEUTRON VELOCITY SPREAD 

The evidence concerning the unexpectedly large spread in the 

slow-neutlDn velocity is tabulated in Section V. The most probable 

rms deviation due to the measuring equipment is shown in Section 

IV to be a = 424±41 nsec. The values given.for a 	in Table II 
T 	 . 

do not represent .the.best;estimate of the experimentally observed 

deviation, but refer only to that quantity calculated for the actual data 

used to obtain At. In order to obtain the best estimate of the observed 

de'iation at the 17-4t position, a was calculated by using only the 

"fast"half of the data and including the background region. 
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As the time, region.over which a is- calculated increase s.fr.om zero 9  

a increases throughout the region of. the-velocity peak and..then. assumes 

an approximately, constant value when.the background region is included. 

The average, of this approximately constant value.from runs I and .11 at 

the 17 ft position is al7f= 6.18±.50 nsec. From.,this'we find the residual 

rms deviation to be aRl.7.f = 4.49±,79 risec. Theerrorincludes.the 

intrinsic statistical error from each calculated-value of a plus the 

observed rms deviation,caused by the unknown signal cutoff point. 

The, residual rms deviation at 47 ft was found to be GR47ft  17.6± 1.6 

- nsec, where the error includes both the.statisticai uncertainty and that 

-due to the uncertain background. The ratio.of the residual deviation at 

47 ft to that.. at 17 ft is 3.92±,77. The ratio of the target-tofl-counter 

distances at these two positions is 2.71. These -ratios are in reasonable 

agreement with.the .hypothesis..that.the. observed, spread is due to.effects 

originating in the- hydrogen target,  

The possible explanations for the observed residual deviation are 

listed below along with their expected magnitudes 

Variation in flight path due to finite target and scintillator size. 

- ' 	This effect varies from approximately Cr = 0.5 nsec. at 17. ft to a 

.nsec at 47 ft,. and therefore is of the wrong'sign and too small to explain 

the observed effect.  

Slow-neutron. scattering, At the 17-ft position the cor-rectionof the 

data for scattering reducë,s the rms deviation by 0,23 nsec, 

Unknown n -p binding energy., If it is assumed that the pion..is 'cap-

tured by the proton from an n level greater than or equal to 3 10  then 

the, maximum possible variation in binding' energy is 360 ev. This 

cor-responds.to a.maximurn..variation.,in flight time at 17 ft of 0.03 nsec. 

d, Neutral -pion. mean life. The pre sent value of the, ir 0  mean life is 

(1.9±,5)X10 6  sec. 14 
 This value corresponds to an uncertainty .in the 

time of flight, of slow neutrons over a 50-ft flight path, of less than..01 

nsec,  

e rr -p thermal motion The thermal velocity of hydrogen atoms in the 

liquid state was calculated under the assumption that the liquid and 

solid states would have the same velocity distribution, at the, same temp- 
- 	15 	 - erature, 	From the Debye theory of specific heat combined with an 



• expression 16  for the rm. amplitude of thermal vibaations, we obtain 

value for the, maximum thermal velocity of LZX 10 5 cm/sec, which 

corresponds' to a.time spread.of 0.08 nsec at.17. ft and 0.21. nsec at 47 ft. 

Radiative de-excitation.of the rrp atom. The maximum velocity that 

the rrp atom can attain from the recoil due. to radiative de-excitation is 

9X104.cth/sec, andi.sprobablylessthan.1X0 4 .cth/sec. This yields 

'a negligible time spread at all depths. 

Collisional 'de-excitationof the ip atom. The remaining process 

capable of explaining the large. observed velocity spread is the process 

investigated by Day et aL 11, 
 and Russell.and Shaw, 12  They find that 

the experimentally observed ir capture. time 1-7  can be explained in 

terms of the slowing-down process. described by Wightman 18  with the 

•additionof Stark-effect reshuffling.of the.t levels for n values of 3 to 5. 

This latter process is very fast compared with radiative de-excitation, 

and brings about the, capture of r mesons in S states of principal 

quantum numbers 3 to 5. In the calculations above,, the authors assumed 

a velocity of the ir-p system of 10 to 	cm/sec as'obtained from 

estimates of.the collisional de-excitation energy. According to Day 19  

velocitites of 10 cm/sec are completely compatible with the experimental 

results of ir capture times and with the theoretical results of the slowing-

down process. 

The weighted avera.ge of the residual rms velocity spread as observed 
6 

.Q in this experiment is (8. 	X 10 cm/sec. The.last effect (item g) is 

be'l-i'eved.to-be the-only- on.e-eapab1e of explaining 

'velocityspread, 

IX. SUMMARY 

1. The m-m 0  is.4,60± ,00'Mev/c2,  based upon.the following 

assumptions: 

The spatial distribution of stopping pions in the liquid hydrogen 

did not change with time. 

The average time from initiation of events to their detection 

did not vary with time. Such a variation..could be brought about by, 

changing photomultiplier tube voltages. During the runs at 67 ft, one 

tube in 'the neutron.counter was turned off. This could yield a shift 

of up to 0,2 nsec, which corresponds to one-fourth of a standard deviation 
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shift in flight time. 

c The observed spread in slow-neutron velocities was symmetrical 

about the calculated mean If the observed spread in velocity is due to 

center-of-mass motion of the irp system, thre is a corresponding 

negligible shift in the flight time from the at-rest value 

The frequency-meter crystal used in the delay-length determi-

nations did not vary during these determinations more than the total 

long-term variation observed for this crystal. The observed variation 

corresponded to less than 0.01 nsec. 

The strong interaction between pion and proton occurred from 

bound atomic n levels greater than 2 

The m is 139 . 69 ± ,2%1Mev/c 2  based uponassumptions a, b, d, 

ande. 

The rrns deviation.about the mean slowLneutrQnvelOCity corresponds 
6 to arms velocity of the ,i-p system of(8.0±)X10 cm/sec, with a 

distribution as shown in Fig 17 This distribution includes the 

resolution function of the measuring equipment and the spatial distribu-

tion of the center-of-mass velocity. 
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